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SUMMARY

The Biden Administration’s efforts to promote clean energy have prompted calls for permit reform. A clean energy economy demands a global increase in mineral production, and some suggest environmental standards must be loosened. This premise fails to distinguish among causes of delay in the permitting process, and increased demand for minerals should not overshadow the productive purposes served by permitting. At the same time, there are opportunities to improve permitting without compromising health and safety standards. This Article recommends three actions to expedite mine permit processing times without sacrificing analytical rigor: avoid delay caused by insufficient agency capacity; reduce delay by making the legal structure, permitting requirements, and information more transparent and publicly available; and use the National Environmental Policy Act process to avoid delay caused by uncoordinated interagency requirements. These tools can promote efficiency without eliminating rigor and without waiting for statutory or regulatory reforms.

We are going to take the most aggressive action ever, ever, ever to confront the climate crisis and increase our energy security, ever in the whole world . . . and that is not hyperbole, that’s a fact,” President Joe Biden told a crowd of solar industry players gathered on the White House lawn to celebrate the one-month anniversary of the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA). Earlier that week, he issued an Executive Order reaffirming the national climate goal to achieve a carbon pollution-free energy sector by 2035.

These lofty goals have material implications (pun intended). Clean energy technologies utilize more minerals than their fossil fuel-based counterparts. According to a recent report from the International Energy Association, “[a] typical electric car requires six times the mineral inputs of a conventional car, and an onshore wind plant requires nine times more mineral resources than a gas-fired power plant.” Under a two-degree scenario, production of graphite, lithium, and cobalt will need to be increased by more than 450% by 2050 from 2018 levels to meet demand from energy storage technologies.

Other base materials, like aluminum and copper, have a smaller percentage increase, but the absolute production figures are significant. For example, over the past 5,000 years, an estimated 550 million tons of copper have been produced. The world will need approximately the same amount in the next 25 years to meet global demand. This demand has led to the unavoidable conclusion that clean energy means more mineral production, which will involve new mines, mine expansions, innovative recycling techniques, and imaginative reuse technologies.
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The haste to build new domestic mines in response to these demands has stoked calls for permit reform. Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W. Va.) made “permitting reform” a condition of his support of the IRA, and President Biden recently affirmed his commitment to the deal. As these efforts progress, some fear that permit reform means quick approval of each permit application and a loosening of environmental standards in the name of expediting mineral production.

Society faces an unavoidable conundrum. Green energy demands more minerals, which ultimately means building new mines and expanding existing mines throughout the world. But not every mine permit should be approved as submitted. Basic environmental, health, and safety standards should still be enforced. The permit process necessarily involves multiple authorities, each enforcing their applicable standards. Rigorous permit review identifies opportunities to eliminate, reduce, or mitigate risk—whether that risk threatens workers, communities, or the environment (often all three). The increased demand for minerals should not overshadow the productive purposes served by permitting.

Accepting unfettered environmental degradation in exchange for clean energy would achieve short-term gains in exchange for long-term pain. The unrelenting challenges caused by climate change provide an almost daily reminder that downplaying environmental risks does not make them go away.

There are opportunities to improve permitting efficiency without compromising important health and safety standards. This Article makes three recommendations, each of which can be implemented without new regulations or legislation. To begin, Part I provides brief background on the federal government’s recent focus on critical mineral supply and production issues. Part II distinguishes between productive and unproductive causes of delay in the permitting process. Part III identifies causes of unproductive delay in the existing hard-rock mine permitting process, by relying upon investigative studies and empirical evidence. Part IV lays out my three practical recommendations to reduce or eliminate unproductive delay. Although these recommendations do not rely on regulatory or statutory changes, they do require funding and support from the U.S. Congress, as well as cooperation from state, tribal, and local governments. Each of these levels of government should work together to strengthen and improve the government’s execution of the critical mineral permitting process by focusing on the real causes of delay. This approach is one way to expedite the transition to clean energy without sacrificing the long game.

I. Recent Federal Attention on Critical Minerals and Permitting Reform

Whether the objective is national security or transitioning to green energy, securing a stable supply of critical minerals has received focused attention from the White House during the past several years. President Donald Trump focused on expanding domestic mineral production. In December 2017, he issued Executive Order No. 13817, A Federal Strategy to Ensure Secure and Reliable Supplies of Critical Minerals. This Order blamed “permitting delays” and “the potential for protracted litigation regarding permits” as limitations to developing mineral deposits across the United States.

The Order committed to “streamlining and permitting processes to expedite exploration, production, processing, reprocessing, recycling, and domestic refining of critical minerals.” A report drafted in response to this Order explicitly blamed federal permitting for reduced mineral production in the United States: “Unfortunately, Federal permitting and land management policies have inhibited access to and the development of domestic critical minerals, which has contributed to increased reliance on foreign sources of minerals.”

13. A “critical mineral” was defined by Executive Order No. 13817 to be (1) a non-fuel mineral or mineral material essential to the economic and national security of the United States, (2) the supply chain of which is vulnerable to disruption, and (3) that serves an essential function in the manufacturing of a product, the absence of which would have significant consequences for the U.S. economy or national security. Exec. Order No. 13817, A Federal Strategy to Ensure Secure and Reliable Supplies of Critical Minerals, 82 Fed. Reg. 60835 (Dec. 20, 2017). The Secretary of the Interior, in coordination with the Secretary of Defense and the heads of other relevant agencies, was tasked with publishing a list of critical minerals in the Federal Register. Id. The first list, finalized in May 2018, identified 35 minerals or mineral material groups. Those included aluminum (bauxite), antimony, arsenic, barite, beryllium, bismuth, cesium, chromium, cobalt, fluorine, gallium, germanium, graphite (natural), hafnium, helium, indium, lithium, magnesium, manganese, niobium, platinum group metals, potash, the rare earth elements group, rubidium, scandium, strontium, tantalum, tellurium, tin, titanium, tungsten, uranium, vanadium, and zirconium. Final List of Critical Minerals 2018, 83 Fed. Reg. 23295 (May 18, 2018). That list was revised in 2022 and expanded to include 50 minerals. Final List of Critical Minerals 2022, 87 Fed. Reg. 10381 (Feb. 24, 2022).
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A few years later, President Trump issued Executive Order No. 13953, declaring a national emergency caused by “undue reliance on critical minerals . . . from foreign adversaries.” That Order also announced that the United States “must broadly enhance its mining and processing capacity, including for minerals not identified as critical minerals and not included within the national emergency” declaration. It instructed the Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Army and the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to “use all available authorities to accelerate the issuance of permits and the completion of projects in connection with expanding and protecting the domestic supply chain for minerals.”

When President Biden took office, he shifted the focus from domestic production to ensuring a secure supply chain for a clean energy economy. For example, he issued Executive Order No. 14017 on strengthening America’s supply chains. With respect to critical minerals, the Order instructed the Secretary of Defense to issue a report identifying risks in the supply chain for critical minerals, strategic materials, and rare earth elements and to describe and update work done pursuant to Executive Order No. 13953.

The report, issued on June 6, 2021, recognized that the transition to green technology would intensify the need for strategic and critical minerals. It also provided a more nuanced view of permit reform. It acknowledged the historic environmental, safety, and health risks in the mining industry. “Given the environmental and labor legacy of mining, increased mineral production and reclamation activities must be held to modern environmental standards, require best practice labor conditions, and consultation with affected communities, including Tribal Nations in government-to-government consultation.”

One does not have to look far to find the legacy of past mining practices. According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), federal agency databases contain at least 140,652 identified abandoned hard-rock mine features, of which 60% pose a physical or environmental threat. Additionally, officials within 13 western states identified 246,000 abandoned hard-rock mine features, of which 115,000 pose a physical threat and 11,000 pose an environmental threat. In 2019, the Associated Press examined public records related to mining sites under federal oversight, some of which contained multiple individual mines.

The records showed that, on average, more than 50 million gallons of contaminated wastewater streams daily from these sites, often running untreated into nearby groundwater, rivers, or ponds. In addition to this relentless drip of water pollution, some mines also pose threats of catastrophic failure, like the accidental release of three million gallons of mustard-colored mine sludge from the Gold King Mine in Colorado. According to GAO, between 2008 and 2017, the federal government spent an average of $287 million annually to address physical safety and environmental hazards at abandoned hard-rock mines. Federal officials estimated that it would cost billions more to address these mines in the future.

On November 15, 2021, Congress passed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA). The Act included several provisions focused on critical minerals and investments to jump-start a domestic clean energy supply. Section 40206, Critical Minerals Supply Chains and Reliability, directs the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture to submit a report to Congress identifying “additional measures, including regulatory and legislative proposals, if appropriate, that would increase the timeliness of permitting activities for the exploration and development of domestic critical minerals.” In preparation for this report, the U.S. Department of the Interior issued a request for information seeking, among other things, recommendations on “opportunities to reduce time, cost, and risk of permitting without compromising . . . strong environmental and consultation benchmarks.”

Some analysts have suggested that there is an inherent tension between stringent environmental standards
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and efficient permitting. For example, David Blackmon, a Forbes columnist, wryly opined, “the central feature in any bill designed to speed up federal permitting for energy projects will come down to a proposition to lessen environmental protections in order to . . . save the environment.”

This schadenfreude-laced summary conflates two separate issues that permit reform proposals must address. The first is obvious. Can we improve efficiency, eliminate redundancy, and decrease the cost and time spent navigating the permit process? The answer to that question is yes. Moreover, achieving this result is feasible. Recent research shows that many NEPA analyses are completed efficiently. Part III of this Article focuses on recommendations to make the existing permit system more efficient.

The second issue is more nuanced. Should some mine permit proposals be modified or denied because the risks (health, safety, or environmental) exceed the rewards? The answer to this question should also be yes. Permit reform should not eliminate the ability to say “no.” This suggests that some delays may be productive. The next section explores this concept.

II. Distinguishing Between Productive and Unproductive Delays

Mining is dangerous. Permitting ensures that mines are built safely and that risks to mine workers, society, and the environment are reduced or mitigated as much as possible. Hard-rock mining involves enormous risk. Whether the ore deposit is accessed by surface (open pit) or underground mining, most mines require drilling, blasting, mucking (loading), and transporting (hauling). As mining progresses, open pits are excavated on the surface and voids are created where the in-place ore was removed. Continued mining results in larger mines, along with growing waste dumps, heap leach piles, tailings ponds, and so on. The ore removed from the earth must be crushed or ground into smaller particles, which are then subjected to various physical or chemical processes to separate the valuable minerals from the unwanted waste ore.

Alternatively, metals may be extracted through a leaching process, such as a cyanide solution. The waste minerals are routinely disposed of in a tailings pond. Although tailings dams, ponds, and leach pads should be carefully designed to high standards, the potential impacts resulting from release or discharge of tailings or leached rock can be devastating. For example, defective tailings ponds at the Buenavista del Cobre copper mine in Sonora, Mexico, released more than 10 million gallons of toxic chemicals into the Bacanuchi River, a tributary of the Sonora River. This 2014 event left approximately 25,000 people without clean water, ruining crops and contaminating the aquatic ecosystem with heavy metals.

“A review of 14 copper porphyry mines in the U.S. (accounting for nearly 90% of U.S. production) found the mines were often associated with water pollution from acid mine drainage and accidental releases of toxic materials.” Tailings failures are “the most common source of mining accidents.” Additionally, some mining companies go out of business without reclaiming their sites. In 2012, there were 156 hard-rock mining Superfund sites in the United States. The permitting process is designed to mitigate the safety, health, and environmental risks that are inherent to hard-rock mining.

Many critics of the permitting process cite controversial projects or permit denials as proof that the permitting system is broken. Large projects with irreversible environmental consequences, like Pebble Mine, Twin Metals, PolyMet, and Resolution Copper, often face fierce opposition from people who will be affected by the project’s negative consequences. The delays faced by these projects are caused by a conflict in values. Pebble Mine in southwest Alaska presents an irreversible choice between copper and commercial fishing. It is opposed by more than 80% of the Native Alaska population, as well as many commercial fishermen, because acid mine drainage threatens Bristol Bay, the world’s largest sockeye salmon fishery.

Twin Metals, outside of Ely, Minnesota, presents an irreversible choice between copper and drinking water protected by the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. It also threatens culturally important and treaty-protected wild rice waters, wetlands, and aquatic life. These competing values have inspired dueling legislative overrides.

Nearby, the PolyMet mine faces opposition in part because the earthen upstream design it proposed for its tailings is the same design used for the Brumadinho dam in Brazil...
that failed in 2019, killing 270 people and spilling 11.7 million cubic meters of toxic mud downstream.59

In Arizona, the Resolution Copper project proposes to build the largest and deepest mine in the United States using a mining technique called block caving.60 This proposal threatens lands considered sacred by local tribes.37

The permitting delays faced by each of these projects are not caused by inefficiency. They are caused by legitimate disagreements, value judgments, the enforcement of environmental standards, the democratic process of public comment, and the right of communities to protect themselves against being forced to shoulder undue environmental degradation for the benefit of others.

Although frustrating for mine proponents and investors, some delays in permitting may be evidence that the process is working. The environmental analysis required during the permitting process may identify potential issues that would have otherwise escaped consideration, and drive a reassessment of options and impacts before an irretrievable commitment of resources occurs. Slower projects may reflect iterative changes to improve the proposed action or minimize impacts. Delays that mitigate safety and environmental risks or stop socially unacceptable projects may be inconvenient for investors, but they are ultimately productive for society.

To understand this concept, it is helpful to think about a different regulated activity that is inherently risky—aviation. Before departing the planet, every pilot—both commercial and recreational—must conduct a preflight inspection to ensure the safety of the aircraft.58 This involves looking carefully for tiny hints that could portend a structural failure. Careful fulfillment of this duty may result in delay, while a dilatory attitude could be catastrophic. Consider the pilot who failed to notice missing cowling fasteners during his preflight inspection.60 Careful observation would have resulted in brief delay to fix the problem. Instead, the cowling detached from the aircraft during flight, forcing an emergency landing that resulted in a brushfire that consumed the plane.

Thus, diligent fulfillment of the duty to notice safety risks or structural anomalies may be a productive source of delay. Permitting authorities are also tasked with the duty of diligently ensuring that the proposed mining operations are well-designed and safe. Noticing safety risks or structural anomalies is a productive source of delay that could avoid catastrophic accidents.

Pilots must also mitigate risks through preflight planning, which includes consideration of the proposed route, anticipated weather, fuel requirements, runway lengths, known traffic delays, and performance limitations.60 Changing conditions with any one of these factors may delay, cancel, or reroute a proposed flight. Although inconvenient, these delays are ultimately productive, because they eliminate, reduce, or mitigate risk. Often a decision to delay or reroute a flight may be based on incomplete information. It is impossible to accurately forecast the future. Moreover, new or changing conditions may require reconsideration of an earlier decision.

These possibilities must be weighed against the all-too-human desire to reach the final destination without delay. As the Kobe Bryant accident tragically illustrated, failure to appreciate the gravity of these risks, or to respond to changing conditions, can be fatal.61 One board member of the National Transportation Safety Board investigation committee investigating the Bryant flight observed that the pilots should not only be measured by whether they complete a flight. “Perhaps a better way to look at it is that professional pilots aren’t paid to fly—they’re paid to say no when conditions warrant. If . . . [pilots] look at it this way, perhaps we will have fewer crashes.”62

The same principles apply to permitting decisions. Permitting authorities are tasked with the responsibility of mitigating risks. New information may intensify to an unacceptable level the potential risk associated with a project. In these cases, the permitting authority should have confidence to say “no.” When operated effectively, this process avoids unacceptable environmental degradation and catastrophic accidents. Permit reform should not create a system of rubber-stamping. It must include the ability to say “no” when conditions warrant. Saying “no” to unacceptably risky proposals creates delay, but in the long run, that delay is socially productive.

III. Identifying Unproductive Causes of Delay in the Permitting Process

Hard-rock mining operations consist of four primary stages: (1) exploration (locating and defining the extent and value of mineral deposits); (2) development (completing the mine plan approval process, including obtaining necessary permits); (3) production (extracting the minerals); and (4) reclamation (reshaping disturbed areas and controlling for any toxic materials).63 The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and U.S. Forest Service oversee hard-rock mining operations on public lands and national forests and grasslands, respectively.
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Many federal, state, and local statutes affect mining operations, and a proposed mine must obtain several different permits from multiple different agencies. For example, when studying 68 proposed mine plans submitted between 2010 and 2014, GAO identified six different categories of federal permits and authorizations and seven categories of state and local permits and authorizations.

These range from air quality, hazardous waste management, and workplace safety operations to dam structures and the use of explosives.

As part of the permitting process, federal agencies must conduct an analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of potential impacts to the environment, human health, and cultural and historical resources. NEPA is a far-reaching procedural statute that applies to all “major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.” NEPA’s implementing regulations utilize a tiered decisionmaking framework. Decisions that will have a significant impact on the environment undergo searching review through an environmental impact statement (EIS).

The EIS discloses adverse environmental impacts and considers alternatives to the proposed project. GAO estimated that EISs constitute about 1% of all NEPA decisions. More benign projects with uncertain environmental impacts undergo a less thorough analysis referred to as an environmental assessment (EA). GAO estimates that less than 5% of decisions government-wide are analyzed in an EA.

Projects with a presumptively insignificant effect on the environment undergo a truncated analysis through a categorical exclusion (CE). The CE discloses adverse environmental impacts and considers alternatives to the proposed project.

NEPA does not operate in a vacuum. Since its passage 51 years ago, it has been incorporated into the fabric of the administrative state and often provides the analytical structure justifying decisions made by federal agencies, including permit approvals or denials. As the Congressional Research Service explains, “most agencies used NEPA as an umbrella statute—that is, a framework to coordinate or demonstrate compliance with any studies, reviews, or consultations required by any other environmental laws.” For this reason, even though the requirements of NEPA are only one part of a much larger, amorphous system of permits, the NEPA process and the permitting process are often conflated.

Despite its importance, little is known about how NEPA operates. When asked to review various NEPA compliance issues, including (1) the number and type of NEPA analyses conducted by agencies, (2) costs and benefits of completing the analyses, and (3) the frequency and outcomes of litigation, GAO concluded that very little information exists regarding these issues. Absent information, most recommendations for NEPA reform have historically been loosely moored to empirical data and focused primarily on the most complex decisions that undergo the most rigorous review, even though these decisions constitute only a small fraction of NEPA decisions. Because of its central role in the permitting process, understanding how NEPA is implemented and identifying sources of delay within the NEPA process is critical to designing effective permit reform.

Reviews of the permitting process indicate that only a small percentage of projects encounter extensive delays. GAO issued a report in 2016 studying hard-rock mine permit processing times. Between 2010 and 2014, BLM and the Forest Service approved 68 mine plans of operations. The majority (55%) were processed in less than 18 months, and 63% were processed in under two years. This appears to indicate that permit applications can be processed efficiently. The remaining 37% were spread out over a wide time frame, with six applications taking longer than four years.

GAO’s findings regarding hard-rock mine permit processing times are consistent with the results of empirical research conducted by a team from the Wallace Stegner Center in Utah, including this author. They investigated NEPA decisionmaking times within the Forest Service, analyzing more than 41,000 Forest Service projects that required NEPA analysis between 2004 and 2020. Their research revealed that the majority of decisions were made within a reasonable time frame for the complexity of the project; however, a small percentage of projects consistently took much longer, regardless of the complexity of the project. They sought to identify what causes some projects to drag on, while others are completed efficiently. Because NEPA is a part of the permitting process, the details of their empirical research provide valuable insight into potential causes of delay in hard-rock mine permitting.

The Stegner team also observed that most NEPA analyses are completed within a predictable time frame, consistent with the level of analysis required. However, a small percentage of projects get bogged down at every level of review. For example, between 2004 and 2020, the mean time to complete an EIS was 2.8 years. Turning to EAs,
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the mean time for completion was 1.2 years, and the mean
time to complete a CE was slightly under four months.82
These average time frames predictably correlate to the rigor
of the analysis required by NEPA’s analytical structure.

However, the Stegner team also observed that some
projects take extraordinarily long, regardless of the level
of analysis. Table 1 below compares the median time for
completion at every level of review with the average time
for projects in the slowest 10%. Notably, at each level of
review, the slowest 10% of decisions take longer than the
median time to complete a more rigorous level of analy-
sis. For example, the slowest 10% of CEs take 1.3 years,
while the median time to complete an EA is 1.2 years. This
demonstrates that a less rigorous level of analysis does not
automatically generate a faster decision.

Table 1. Comparison of Median Completion
Times for Select Percentiles by Level of Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Analysis</th>
<th>Median Time for the Fastest 25%</th>
<th>Median Time for Completion</th>
<th>Median Time for the Slowest 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>1.6 years</td>
<td>2.8 years</td>
<td>6.6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>8 months (235 days)</td>
<td>1.2 years</td>
<td>3.6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>2 months (54 days)</td>
<td>4 months (112 days)</td>
<td>1.3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Stegner team also observed that a large percentage
of decisions are made efficiently at each level of review.
Table 2 below compares the average time for the fastest
25% of decisions against the standard median time for
completion at each level of review. The degree of achievable efficiency is even more apparent when considering the average times for the fastest 10% of decisions (also depicted below). On average, the fastest 25% of decisions are completed twice as quickly as the median time for completion at every level of review. The fastest 10% of decisions show even greater efficiency. This empirical evidence demonstrates that analytical rigor can be accomplished efficiently, even at the most searching level of analysis.

These observations are important for designing per-
mit reform for two reasons. First, they demonstrate that
it is not necessary to sacrifice analytical rigor in order to
achieve efficiency.83 The fastest 25% of EISs are completed
more quickly than the slowest 25% of EAs, and the fastest
25% of EAs are completed more quickly than the slowest
25% of CEs.84 Second, decisions subject to a truncated
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IV. Recommendations to Reduce Unproductive Causes of Delay

The observations described above suggest that policy changes or regulatory reforms will not address many of the root causes of delay. Instead, permit reform should be designed to address identifiable, unproductive causes of delay. The following subsections provide three practical recommendations.

A. Recommendation 1: Avoid Delay Caused by Insufficient Agency Capacity

One persistent and overarching cause of delay is insufficient or inconsistent staff availability.94 According to the GAO, insufficient agency staff in certain critical positions caused a bottleneck in the NEPA review process and increased the length of time to review the mine permit application.95 This problem is not new. In 1999, the National Research Council found that “[s]taff shortages are likely to be at least partially responsible for the excessive delays experienced in NEPA reviews and issuance of permits.”96 The Council went on to note:

Some land management offices report that they have too few people to conduct inspections, review proposed operating plans, process appeals, and conduct other required activities. This concern extends beyond the numbers of people... Offi ces responsible for regulating mining projects may not always have access to the trained and experienced personnel required.97

In other words, there are two distinct elements to agency capacity: (1) staff availability and (2) expertise or institutional knowledge. Both elements affect permitting times. In order to improve permitting efficiency without compromising environmental protection, agencies must have both elements—sufficient staff and the necessary expertise.

The long-standing problem of agency capacity has been exacerbated in recent years. Between 2016 and 2020, BLM reported losing almost 300 senior Washington D.C. office staff who chose to retire or seek other employment rather than relocate to Colorado.98 The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service lost 231 staff scientists. EPA lost almost 750 senior scientists—one in four environmental specialists—between 2016 and 2020.99 The departure of senior staff resulted in a loss of expertise and institutional knowledge that cannot be addressed with entry-level hires. Left unaddressed, the problem of insufficient staff capacity will affect regulatory efficiency and environmental protection in the context of hard-rock mining for the foreseeable future.

Accelerating efforts to restore agency capacity, develop expertise, and restore institutional knowledge are among the fastest ways to improve permitting efficacy and promote supply chain resiliency. Some efforts are already underway. For example, to address work force challenges within EPA, Congress boosted the Agency’s budget by 11.3% and called upon EPA to “prioritize efforts to streamline hiring, support retention, and manage the erosion of expertise stemming from retirement of senior staff.”100 In order to expedite mine permitting, similar efforts must be undertaken to ensure that other agencies, like BLM and the Forest Service, have sufficient knowledgeable and experienced staff members capable of processing technical and complex applications for a mine permit.

Agency capacity does not only involve people and expertise. It also includes confidence to make a decision—even if it results in litigation. The Stegner team observed that litigation risk aversion causes delay and unwieldy documents.101 Perceived professional risk associated with litigation caused Forest Service staff to avoid making controversial decisions for fear of affecting opportunities for promotion.102

Litigation aversion also caused delay by encouraging staff to “bulletproof” NEPA documents by addressing every possible issue, rather than focusing the analysis on issues that are truly significant and tailoring the level of analysis to the magnitude of the issue.103 This overanalysis produces unwieldy, bulky, time-consuming documents that unnecessarily consume time and scarce agency resources. GAO made a similar finding regarding delays in the hard-rock mine permitting process. “Both BLM and Forest Service officials said that concerns regarding possible litigation or the implications of case law have prompted them to conduct additional or more extensive NEPA analyses during the mine plan review process.”104

Other agencies have also recognized that encouraging confident decisionmaking can produce more efficient decisionmaking. As one NEPA practitioner in the U.S. Department of Transportation observed, “perhaps the most effective action agencies can take to increase efficiencies in the NEPA review process is to get back to the basics with NEPA and halt efforts to make NEPA documents litigation-proof.”105 With this in mind, she suggested that agen-
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cies avoid wasteful encyclopedic documents by using their discretion to focus the analysis, methodology, and depth of discussion as necessary to make an informed decision.

This can be achieved through transparent analysis, incorporation of documents by reference, tiering to prior environmental reviews where appropriate, and exercising discretion in how to best gather and assess information. Although these tools are available, agency officials must also feel confident using them. An informal culture that prioritizes litigation avoidance will continue to eschew these available strategies in favor of bulky, time-consuming bullet-proof documents.

While decisions should rigorously comply with substantive and procedural requirements, the fear of litigation should not delay action. Litigation is rare. Only 0.22% of decisions made under NEPA are challenged in court.

An investigation by GAO on the impact of litigation on Forest Service fuel reduction projects between 2006 and 2008 revealed that only 29 out of 1,415 decisions were litigated, and litigation only impacted 1% of the lands slated for fuel reduction.

In conclusion, responsible critical mineral permitting can be expedited by increasing agency capacity. This can be done by providing agencies with the qualified staff and resources they need to complete environmental analyses and permitting documents, to retain those staff members throughout the entire permitting process, and to structure performance incentives that reward prompt deliberation, even where the project is unpopular and may result in litigation.

B. Recommendation 2: Create Tools That Make the Legal Structure, Permitting Requirements, and Available Information More Transparent and Publicly Available

The legal and regulatory structure for hard-rock mining is complex, multifaceted, and lacks uniformity. Navigating the intricate and complex array of laws applying to mining operations takes time. Without clear guidance, this legal structure causes delay. This delay is evident in the number of vague and incomplete permit applications, instances of limited or ineffective interagency coordination, and delays caused by balancing competing legal priorities. Simply figuring out what law applies, how to apply the regulatory standard, and who has authority to issue the relevant permits can be a daunting task for both agency officials and permit applicants.

Regarding the regulatory structure of hard-rock mine permitting, the National Research Council observed:

[The complexity of various programs can make the system difficult to understand, approach, and implement efficiently. As a result, mining regulation, permitting, monitoring, reclamation, closure, and post-closure becomes a series of negotiations carried on against a background of regulatory requirements and programs. This means that governmental regulators at all levels need a significant degree of sophistication and training in order to make these programs efficient and effective. The programs do not—and cannot—operate in cookbook fashion.]

In other words, implementing a complex regulatory structure requires institutional knowledge and expertise. Regulators require “sophistication and training” to make the programs efficient and effective. This includes understanding how the overall permitting process works, the standard to apply to a particular decision, and who is responsible for making that decision.

Uncertainty about this regulatory backdrop causes two types of delay. First, conducting research to confirm the permitting process with each application adds time and creates inefficiencies in the preparation and review of each application. Second, hard problems without obvious answers tend to sit on the back of the desk, especially when there is a fear of repercussion for making the wrong decision. Reducing procedural and legal uncertainty within this complex labyrinth will improve efficiency and assist both regulators and applicants.

The current legal and regulatory structure varies by mineral category, surface/subsurface estate ownership, and with the agency owning or entity charged with managing surface and subsurface resources. In general, minerals fall within three categories: saleable, leasable, and locatable (hard-rock). Each category has different statutory frameworks and regulatory standards. Distinct regulatory standards by mineral category can cause permitting challenges because the exact same mineral on federal land...
may be characterized as locatable or leasable, depending on whether the land is public or acquired.\(^{113}\) Similarly, otherwise locatable minerals may be leasable when found on some tribal lands.\(^{114}\)

A consequence of this fragmented legal structure is that the same mineral could be subject to a leasing system or a claim system depending on whether the lands were acquired, tribal, or public.\(^{115}\) More complexities arise with private landownership or where surface and subsurface ownership involves multiple parties, including states, tribal governments, and private individuals, and these complexities only increase when split-estate issues are involved.\(^{116}\)

The difference between locatable and leasable minerals has consequences for land use management. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA)\(^{117}\) guides BLM’s management of lands that are subject to both mineral leases and claims as well as nearby public lands that may be necessary to access or develop minerals. Management requirements are imposed through its land use planning requirements, and subject to the duty to administer public lands on the basis of multiple use and sustained yield.\(^{118}\) Similarly, the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) informs the Forest Service’s surface management of lands that are subject to mineral leases and claims as well as lands that must be crossed to access and develop minerals.\(^{119}\)

In contrast, mining operations for locatable minerals are primarily governed by the General Mining Law of 1872. Land management plans developed pursuant to FLPMA and the NFMA may directly and severely restrict a mining claimant’s ability to access newly staked claims, to conduct exploration-phase activities on those claims, and to use adjacent lands for other mining-related purposes. New management plan requirements are, however, likely to have less impact on existing claims. With a few exceptions, such as lands that have been withdrawn\(^{120}\) and wilderness study areas, BLM’s authority to regulate surface management of locatable mineral operations derives primarily from its authority to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of public lands.\(^{121}\)

Once a claim or lease has been obtained, access to the minerals secured, and exploration has demonstrated the viability of the operation, the miner will still need to obtain mining plan approval as well as numerous other environmental and land use approvals. Many states exercise delegated statutory authority over aspects of mine permitting.\(^{122}\) Some federal statutes, like the Clean Water Act (CWA),\(^{123}\) contain provisions allowing the federal agency to delegate its permitting authority to the state. In addition to these federal statutes, state or local laws may also impose additional permitting requirements, including state environmental review requirements, like the California Environmental Quality Act. When reviewing the hard-rock mining permit application process, GAO identified six categories of federal permits and authorizations and seven categories of state and local permits and authorizations that mine operators may need to obtain from entities other than BLM and the Forest Service.\(^{124}\)

This complexity may contribute to the number one source of delay identified by GAO in the hard-rock mine permitting process—low quality of information provided in a mine plan.\(^{125}\) According to officials interviewed for the study, the low quality of information provided in a mine plan created a challenge in 21 of the 23 locations studied, and added from one month to seven years to the length of time to review plans.\(^{126}\) Delays associated with this factor can be reduced through simple efforts to make permitting information and requirements more accessible.
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1. Create a Mine Permitting Hub With Flow Charts and Environmental Checklists to Make the Legal Structure More Transparent, Predictable, and Manageable

In the absence of statutory reforms to simplify and update mining laws, one way to expedite the permitting process would be to create a public, geographically organized database of regulations and permitting requirements ("mine permitting hub").

A similar resource was created by the U.S. Department of Energy for renewable energy and bulk transmission project development. The web-based Regulatory and Permitting Information Desktop (RAPID) Toolkit collects permitting information, best practices, and reference material. As the RAPID website recognizes, “[u]ncertainty about the duration and outcome of the permitting process has been a deterrent to project investment and project construction.” The website aims to provide easy access, in one location, to permitting and regulatory information for project development in order to optimize the regulatory process, lower project costs, and ease investor risk.

The same challenges face prospective mine permittees. Uncertainty about the duration and outcome of the permitting process deters project investment. This is even more true for entities that are exploring innovative ways to re-mine or reprocess previously mined lands or mine and mill tailings. A publicly available, geographically organized database of regulatory standards and required permits would help mineral developers as well as federal, state, and tribal officials navigate overlapping and interrelated permitting programs.

As part of the mine permitting hub, an analytical flow chart should be included to help regulatory officials and permit applicants determine which legal standards apply to a proposed mine, and how multiple permitting requirements fit together. The Washington State Governor’s Office for Regulatory Innovation and Assistance has developed multiple, very useful flow charts to assist regulators, permit applicants, and the public to understand the steps involved in obtaining common permits. Simply creating the flow chart to identify the various permits that are required, the sequence of permits, and opportunities for permit coordination may improve permitting efficiency.

A flow chart may also help identify circumstances where legal ambiguity exists and where agency guidance or solicitor opinions would be useful in reducing uncertainty. For example, in the mineral development context, an individual seeking to mine cobalt from the tailings of an abandoned copper mine located on federal public lands would need to know whether his or her proposal is subject to the General Mining Law of 1872 or the Mineral Leasing Act. (Presumably the General Mining Law would apply, though this may not be the case if the tailings occur on acquired lands.) If the mining proposal is covered by the General Mining Law, it is necessary to submit a plan of operations for exploratory activity due to the cumulative effects of prior use.

Legal guidance would reduce delay caused by research and analysis. Uniform guidance and a clear permitting path would also promote collaboration and communication across multiple jurisdictions. These procedural efficiencies may also decrease litigation aversion and the fear of making an incorrect decision in a complex regulatory arena.

A mine permitting flow chart could also be used to develop location-specific environmental checklists. A checklist could be created proactively for specific regions. Alternatively, a checklist could be developed at the initiation of the mine permitting process on a case-by-case basis. Either option would create transparency and predictability, likely translating into faster and more durable permitting decisions. Mine permitting checklists could identify each potentially relevant permit to be obtained during the mine permitting process, the environmental standards to meet, the lead agency and personnel to be contacted regarding that permit, and appropriate contact information. Such a checklist would be particularly useful where federal, tribal, and state permitting programs or requirements overlap.

Creating the mine permitting checklist would help regulatory officials across agencies (state and federal) proactively develop cooperative agreements aimed at coordinating and harmonizing requisite environmental and engineering studies. It would also help identify specific requirements associated with land designations. Further, it would help identify circumstances where a more stringent state law may require a higher level of protection than required under federal regulations. Consolidating this information at the outset of the permitting process would reduce delays attributable to uncertainty, duplication, and
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conflicting standards that exist in the current legal and regulatory regime. A flow chart and environmental checklist would also ensure that mine permit applications are properly prepared and appropriately thorough. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, incomplete permit applications are one source of delay in the permitting process. Further:

[M]ining permit applications often lack sufficient quality or key information needed for regulators to make a decision on an application. Insufficient information in the mining application can significantly delay the permitting process as it may require multiple application iterations until the application is of sufficient quality to allow the permitting agencies to make a decision.136

This observation is not surprising given the ambiguity involved in federal regulations,137 as well as the vast variety in mining operations governed by these regulations. Notably, the Federal Permitting Improvement Steering Council identified flow charts and checklists as best practices that promote efficiency and help ensure that applicants provide necessary information in a timely manner.138

Checklists can serve additional purposes. As discussed in more detail below, a checklist could be refined during the scoping process once environmental review of a permit application begins. This early scoping analysis would ensure the thoroughness of the checklist and avoid surprises later in the permitting process. Checklists and flow charts can also be used to facilitate pre-submittal meetings with operators and other stakeholders, and to clarify expectations, thereby improving the quality of mine permitting applications.139

Once permitting review begins, the same checklist could be used to create agreed-upon deadlines for decision-making, and those deadlines could be posted on a permitting dashboard. Similar practices, particularly the use of the permitting dashboard, have been effectively implemented for infrastructure projects covered by the FAST Act.140

As one commentator observed, these types of streamlining practices are most likely to benefit “novel or unusually complex projects, or familiar projects in novel or unusually complex contexts . . . because those projects tend to require agencies to confront unfamiliar facts, make new choices, resolve untested legal issues, and otherwise take risks.”141 Although the comment was made with reference to infrastructure permitting, it seems equally applicable to mine permitting.

In summary, flow charts and environmental checklists are two tools that can immediately improve efficiency in the permitting process. These tools support agency capacity by developing institutional knowledge and reducing legal uncertainty. They can also help avoid delays caused by incomplete or vague permit applications. These tools do not require regulatory reform, and can be implemented immediately.

2. Create a Geographically Organized, Searchable Database of Previously Drafted NEPA Documents

The RAPID website142 has another helpful feature that could be included in the mine permitting hub: it provides a link to previously drafted NEPA documents.143 This feature facilitates tiering,144 and minimizes the risk of duplicative environmental analyses. NEPA regulations encourage using program, policy, or plan EISs, as well as tiering statements of broad scope to those of narrower scope, to eliminate repetitive discussions of the same issue.145 NEPA documents can also incorporate information by reference.146

While mining interests and agency staff presumably have ready access to prior permitting documents for the sites in question, obtaining access to documents or studies at far-flung locations that addressed similar issues could expedite environmental analyses. The NEPA database provided on the RAPID website may help overcome this challenge. The website allows a user to search for a document

141. Jensen et al., supra note 105, at 10376 (noting further that “[a] system that mandates establishment of schedules, discourages potential delays, and empowers the schedule-keepers to push the process forward should help offset agencies’ inherent aversion to risk”).
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by analysis type, lead agency, and 17 state jurisdictions. The same information should be provided on the mine permitting hub.

This database would be more useful if it also provided a map with links to the available documents. An applicant or an agency official could then use a geographic search for relevant environmental documents. Improving access to prior and related environmental documents would help agency officials and permittees identify and avoid repetitive analyses and discussions of the same issues.

Creating a mine permitting hub that includes analytical flow charts, environmental checklists, and a NEPA database would help reduce delay caused by the complexity of the legal system governing hard-rock mining. Additionally, these actions would expand agency capacity by developing expertise and creating a system of institutional knowledge to offset the loss of senior staff members who may not be available to provide guidance or mentoring to new staff members. Finally, the hub would help stakeholders better understand the mine permitting process, engage more effectively, and appreciate how their input will be addressed through the permitting process. Although these actions are simple, they cannot be accomplished without adequate funding. Agency budgets must be adjusted with enough resources to achieve these objectives.

C. Recommendation 3: Use the NEPA Process as a Tool to Avoid Delay Caused by Uncoordinated Interagency Permitting Requirements

The NEPA process can be used to avoid delay by coordinating permitting and planning requirements. As one senior agency official in the transportation sector observed, “The NEPA process itself is inherently efficient because it provides the platform for agencies to coordinate permitting and planning activities at all levels of the government, thereby avoiding duplicate or sequential reviews and providing the opportunity for potential issues to be identified and resolved early in the process.” In a system of overlapping (and at times conflicting) jurisdictional authority, gaps or duplication of effort are likely to occur without strong coordination between authorities.

Done properly, the NEPA process functions as an umbrella statute, facilitating compliance with a host of other laws such as the CWA, the NFMA, or the National Historic Preservation Act. Indeed, there is some evidence that permitting decisions undergoing a NEPA review are often completed faster than those that are exempted from NEPA. This likely reflects improved communication and coordination that results through interagency coordination as part of the NEPA process.

Delays are likely to increase where interagency coordination is lacking. The National Research Council found:

Timing of environmental review and permitting is affected by agencies’ ability to coordinate with one another, as well as by the availability of sufficient agency staff and technical resources. Where coordination among state and federal regulatory agencies is high, environmental review and permitting appears to be faster . . . where separate agencies engage in serial permitting, rather than coordinating their review efforts, the process—including data gathering—can take longer.

Early consultation is essential to ensure coordination. Early consultation should include all stakeholders, including the relevant federal, state, and county agencies, tribes, citizen groups, and the applicant. NEPA’s analytical process can provide a structure for ensuring that a proposed plan of operation “complies with all pertinent Federal and state laws.” NEPA’s scoping process could be used to identify all relevant state, federal, and local permits that would be necessary, as well as the individual officer responsible for approving or denying a permit.

Because the statutory and regulatory regime governing hard-rock mining is so complex, simply identifying the applicable legal standards and the responsible official would bring clarity for all regulatory authorities, the public, and the permittee. The scoping process could also define the sequence of permitting, and appropriate timelines for permitting decisions within that sequence. This approach, which has been successfully used for transportation projects, would significantly reduce delays caused by ambiguity, confusion, and reluctance to act.

Proactively requiring all stakeholders to engage in NEPA’s scoping process can expedite permitting by identifying issues of contention early and clarifying information that must be gathered. “Agreement might not be reached among all of the stakeholders. However, the issues would be better understood by the public and defined to the benefit of the public, the agencies, and the applicant if early consultation occurred under the NEPA and permitting processes.” Additionally, without providing opportunity to raise concerns during the scoping process, stakeholders may raise concerns late in the process or through litigation. Some of those concerns may require collecting additional
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baseline data that may have been easily collected at the beginning of the permitting process. This approach would provide three benefits. First, engaging stakeholders in consultation early maximizes the opportunity to identify problems that can be avoided or mitigated at the design phase of the project. Second, identifying problems at the design phase of a project minimizes the cost of impact reduction and avoids delays later in the analysis or at the implementation phase. Third, early collaboration ensures shared mapping and database development, which facilitates decisionmaking.

In summary, the NEPA process can promote, rather than hinder, efficiency. At the site level, the NEPA process can be used to coordinate permitting requirements and improve communication between permitting officials at the federal, state, tribal, and local levels. The NEPA process can also be used to initiate consultation requirements early enough in the process to be meaningful and effective, which can avoid delays in the long run. These procedures can improve timeliness, predictability, and transparency in the permitting process. Achieving these outcomes, however, depends upon sufficient agency capacity and expertise to utilize these tools effectively.

V. Conclusion

Transitioning to a renewable energy economy demands an increase in mineral production. But not every permit should be approved as it was submitted. The permit process necessarily involves multiple authorities enforcing different environmental, health, and safety standards. Along the way, opportunities to eliminate, reduce, or mitigate risk may be identified. These opportunities can only be identified through rigorous application of the relevant standards. The increased demand for minerals should not overshadow the productive purposes served by permitting.

At the same time, there are opportunities to improve permitting efficiency without compromising rigorous health and safety standards. This requires identifying and addressing unproductive causes of delay within the permit process.

Analytical rigor does not appear to cause delay in the permitting process. Empirical evidence reveals that the majority of permitting decisions are made within a reasonable time frame for the complexity of the project. Some decisions encounter excessive delays, but this occurs even where analytical rigor is not required. The disparity in decisionmaking times suggests that factors other than regulatory requirements contribute significantly to project delays. Causes of delay include inadequate agency budgets, a lack of qualified staff, staff turnover, delays receiving information from permit applicants, and compliance with other laws.

Based upon this information, three simple actions can be taken to expedite mine permit processing times without sacrificing analytical rigor. First, avoid delay caused by insufficient agency capacity. This can be achieved by increasing agency staff, stabilizing budgets, rebuilding expertise, and encouraging confident decisionmaking even where it results in litigation.

Second, reduce delay by creating tools that make the legal structure, permitting requirements, and available information more transparent and publicly available. This can be achieved by creating a mine permitting hub with flow charts clarifying the permitting process and identifying permit authorities. Environmental checklists would help permit applicants submit high-quality applications that do not require supplementation. Additionally, a geographically organized database of previous environmental studies would encourage tiering and avoid unnecessarily repetitive studies.

Third, use the NEPA process as a tool to avoid delay caused by uncoordinated interagency permitting requirements.

These tools can promote efficiency without eliminating analytical rigor and without waiting for statutory or regulatory reforms. Implementing these recommendations could help the Biden Administration dispel the myth that permit reform requires loosening environmental standards or analytical rigor in order to respond to the challenges of climate change.
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